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and this procedure would secure the analytically necessary 
localization of the fields, which is essential to the mathematical 
developments of either form of the theory, and it removes 
the origin of the discrepancy between the two estimates of 
the magnetic energy in the field. [t would thus ~ustify a 
further simplification of the problem by restricting it to 
stationary or quasi-stationary motions, and secure full 
confirmation for the generality of the procedure adopted by 
Larmor. 

The University, Sheffield, 
April 15th, 1916. 

XX.  On the Hall ~rect and Allied Phenomena. 

To the Editors of the _Philosophical d]lagazine. 
GENTLEMENF--- 

I N the April number of your Magazine, in a short review 
of my paper on the "Electron Theory of the Hall 

Effect and Allied Phenomena," Mr. A. W. Smith directs 
attention to two points in my work which may have given 
rise to some misunderstanding. In reviewing the apparent 
discrepancies in the sign of the four effects I stated, what 
appeared to be a general rule, that the relative signs of the 
four phenomena concerned are always the same. This 
statement was based on the only evidence I had access to 
when compiling the paper in question; but I am not yet 
inclined to modify, it. to any extent. On page 110 of 
Baedeker's " Die elektnschen Erscheinungen in metalllschen 
Leitern," a table of the four coefficients for twelve metals is 
compiled from the work of Zahn. Of these twelve all but 
silver, copper, and antimony conform to the rule. To this 
list Mr. Smith adds four more substances of which three are 
irregular. There is therefore, on the whole, still a balance 
of 10 to 6 in favour of my original statement. 

However, apart from statistics, I quite agree with Mr. Smith 
that the rule in all its simplicity cannot possibly be infallible ; 
but this is only what we might expect. The necessity for 
simplicity of the physical hypotheses required in the analysis 
of a mathematical theory puts that theory quite out of keeping 
with the actual facts, which are concerned in the present 
instance with substances whose composition is known to be 
extremely complex and irregular. The constitutional irre- 
gularities of matter are in no way susceptible of exact 
mathematical specification, and have therefore always to be 
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excluded in a strictly analytical theory, except in so far as in 
such cases where th~ average aspect of the irregularities may 
be conveniently determined and expressed. ~evertheless, 
the general compatibility or otherwise of the results of an 
ideal theory based on tile hypothesis of a suitable :~verage may 
provide some indication of the validity of the general theory; 
and in this way only is the theory proposed in my paper to 
be used. 

The same point may be further emphasised by reference 
to Mr. Smith's second difficulty. In reviewing tile influence 
of temperature on the Hall effect in the ferromagnetic metals, 
I stated that ,s the temperature increases the Hall effect 
increases exactly parallel ~vith the nmgnetic permeability, 
until the critical temperature is reached, when it decreases 
rapidly to a value more akin to that fbund in the simpler 
metals. I conclude that this is evidence for the explanation 
of the irregularities of these metals by the assumption of 
strong local magnetic fields proportional to the polarization. 
My use of the words " exactly parallel" ~vas perhaps un- 
fortunate, as I did not intend to imply that the constant of 
proportionality was independent of the temperature, or in 
other words that the magnetization and I-l:Jll effect depend 
on the temperature in the same way. The phenomena of 
magnetization and conduction are t'undamenta]ly distinct, 
and the average influence of ~he strong local molecular fields, 
which now seem to be generally regarded as surrounding 
the molecules of most substances, will in all probability be 
very different in the two cases. The proportionality of the 
strength of the local field with the polarization has been found 
to provide a generally sufficient explanation in most cases of 
the irregularities of the phenomena concerned ; but it is to 
be remembered that it is an averaged field that is operative, 
and the type of average may be very different in the separate 
cases or at different temperatures, so that the mode of 
dependence of the various phenomena on the temperature 
need not necessarily be the same. This implies that the 
constant A in Mr. Smith's equation may quite consistently 
be a function of the temperature, without in any way affecting 
s general conclusions drawn in my theoretical paper. 

-Very truly yours, 
The University, G . H .  LIVEI~S. 

Sheffield. 
May 26th, 1916. 
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